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Introduction

“Each of us is several, is many, is a profusion of selves; so that the self who
disdains his surroundings is not the same as the self who suffers or takes joy
in them. In the vast colony of our being there are many species of people who
think and feel in different ways.”
Fernando Pessoa, pg. 327-328, The Book of Disquiet, 30/12/1932

As I began the process of assembling my thoughts and intentions for this
masters project, I was to write a brief outline attempting to define just this.
My hope was to combine as many different contexts or "dimensions" to the
musical setting as possible. By using contrasting arranging styles and
compositional techniques I wanted to find variation to the songs and the
overall repertoire, but also, and what maybe I intended with the word
“dimensions,” was in bringing as many of the wide variety of musical styles
together, which in a greater sense have shaped and continue to define me.
From the time in my youth when I as a mere listener absorbed a great
amount of classical music, to my more recent years, and my eventually
choosing jazz music as the expression, study, and career desired, along the
way much music has stimulated my musical innermost. In relating this back
to the text of Fernando Pessoa, earlier in my studies I at times felt these vast
and various styles to lead a kind of quiet war with one another, seemingly
conflicting in their "message," be that in their cultural implications or my
longing for a concrete identity, or what their respective musical traditions
and technical contexts might require of me. Here is where the dimensions of
jazz have been so liberating, with so broad an envelope to be stretched, and
allowing for so many of these vast expressions to become part of one’s music
making, and thus I feel part of the music written for this project.
In the aftermath, with all the hours spent writing, arranging, and reflecting
on the material for this concert, I was to an extent startled whilst listening
back to it’s recording and perceive there in this blending of styles and
contexts, also to be a quality to the original material which, far beyond my
expectations, did unite these songs with a more personal character than I had
been able to foresee; some kind of red thread spun through the material which maybe was “me” after all? At least it was not the discoherent, near
schizophrenia I had previously fretted about!
I think it has taken a long time for me to discover this, as a musician, but
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also as a human being, to come into this process of writing music, feeling
slowly that all is possible, and at least to this point, all is good! Also, the time
spent and courses taken during the past years at the Stockholm Royal
Conservatory of Music, ranging from classical counterpoint to jazz
composition and arranging, to studies in West-African percussion, gave me
the impetus to want to develop my writing, and would provide me with a
diverse stimulus of material from which to draw from.
Within the contents of this text, which should be seen as accompanying the
music in its scored and recorded forms, I will try to give an overview of the
project's intentions, my background as a musician/drummer, some insight
into the process of composing and on improvising, both within this
constellation but also in a broader sense. I will outline as best I can the
planning and the course taken in regards to the individual pieces, comment
on the event of the performance itself, and try to draw up a summation of its
outcome and some of the conclusions it has brought up.
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A musical background
My musical consciousness was from my early childhood very shaped by the
Classical music my mother would actively practice and play at home at the
piano. There was always music about the house. With my family’s leaving
Essen, Germany, moving to Chicago in 1978, I had reached the age of five.
From then on the musical horizon of my mother’s began to transform and
instead of Tchaikovsky and Chopin, it was now more often Stevie Wonder,
the Beatles, the Doobie Brothers or the Police coming from the stereo. When
it then came time for my brother and I (at the age of eight and six
respectively) to receive our first formal instructing, the choice of instruments
was still rather traditional; I was to take up the piano, my brother opting for
the violin. The form of instruction though was not the classical pedagogical
manner in which my mother had been trained and she strongly felt that this
shouldn’t be repeated by us; I was to briefly attend a Suzuki based music
school in Winnetka, Illinois. I lasted two years with my piano training, one
day apparently confessing that what I instead really wanted was to learn to
play the drums.
Thus I began taking snare drum lessons with my first teacher, Joel Cohen,
learning mainly to sight read a bit and practice technique. After a year or so I
was allowed to continue with another teacher, Vern Wennerstrom, who
taught the drum set, and was to get my first set of drums that Christmas, my
brother receiving an electric guitar. What this achieved was a minor
revolution, as suddenly the two of us were making music together, playing
the music of our liking. The rather intuitive way we would by ear learn the
songs of our favorite bands (the Who, the Police, etc…) stood for much of my
developing at the instrument. The musical curiosity grew by my brother and
mine merely engaging ourselves in this.
In my teenage years, now back in Essen, Germany, we would continue to
play together, and find to new musical styles. My brother got into the blues,
and after a long phase of mostly living for my skateboard, I received my first
jazz album, “The Best of John Coltrane.” I don’t think it made much of an
impression on me on my first listening, but after a year or so of having
listened to a lot of instrumental music, and a kind of world jazz (Oregon and
Jan Garbarek being very influential) I was to put on the Coltrane album
again, and don’t think it left my record player for weeks. Though there was
much I maybe didn’t understand technically, the sensation this music filled
me with was indescribable. The deep felt, playful, dancing rhythm, and the
dynamic tension the musical exchange brought to life, the engagement it
allowed for the drums exhilarating, and the expression to the playing
hypnotic throughout, and seemingly without boundaries. I found a teacher in
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Munich by the name of Andy Lind who was my first proper jazz teacher, in
time connected with some other jazz interested musicians living around the
village of Tutzing, which had become my new home, and began to play in
small groups in which I could develop this music. Also, at the Munich
International School where I spent my last three years of high school (age 15
to 18), there was an English saxophone player by the name of Patrick
Marshall who gave music lessons. We began playing together, and with him I
would have my first official gig. I had since found a great deal of inspiration
in the music of Gil Evans and Miles Davis, again John Coltrane, Oliver
Nelson, Wayne Shorter, Ralph Peterson and Hermeto Pascoal to name some
of my earliest jazz influences.
In 1992 I would move to New York City, having gotten in to the New
School of Jazz, but switching to the Mannes College of Music a year later. A
tremendous and invaluable amount of transference and insight has without a
doubt come by way of my teachers there. Billy Harper, Vernell Fournier,
Reggie Workman, Royal Hartigan, Joe Chambers, George Garzone and Joe
Farnsworth opened doors to my developing as a musician and as drummer. It
was here I also met many of the Swedish musicians I began playing with,
such as Mathias Landaeus, Karl-Martin Almqvist, Krister Jonsson and
Rigmor Gustafsson.
At this time also New York was turning out some very talented young
musicians and improvisers that were to be of great meaning. The music of
Brad Mehldau, as part of the great drummer Jimmy Cobb’s Mob, and with
his newly formed trio, Larry Goldings and Peter Bernstein who have had a
long trio association with drummer Bill Stewart, my teacher Joe Farnsworth
with his steady weekend nights at “Augie’s” jazz club, which could feature the
likes of Cedar Walton, George Coleman, Eric Alexander and George Benson,
also Kurt Rosenwinkel and Mark Turner are merely some examples of the at
that time current generation of musicians making a tremendous impact on
me.
It is also a wide variety of more traditional or folkloric musical styles which
I have had a great affinity towards, such as a large amount of West-African,
or more specifically Ghanaian music (one of my teachers in New York,
namely Royal Hartigan having been highly influential on this matter) and
much of the Eastern-European vocal and/or choir musical traditions such as
the group Le Mystere de Voix Bulgares and many other Romany style
ensembles. This kind of music offered an opening in my listening, able to
dispel the analytical nature in which I often felt much of my jazz listening in
phases to have become. These more “unfamiliar” territories or traditions
could with their so various and unique expressions enable me to listen not
with the mind, but again with my stomach, which felt vitally important.
Much of a dynamic sense has, I feel, also come by way of this form of music.
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Then as stated, having grown up with a classical pianist, my mother
Barbara Rogers, I was exposed to a wide variety of Classical music, absorbing
a great deal of Fredric Chopin, Richard Wagner, Tchaikovsky, Brahms and
Bach throughout my childhood, but later also to discover some of my own
favorites, such as Gustav Mahler, Alban Berg and Maurice Ravel to just
mention a few. One of the pieces from Alban Berg's opera adaptation of the
Georg Büchner play Woyzeck, was to directly give me some ideas to the
arranging for one of the compositions written for this project.
Beyond the horizons of jazz, it is much of this music which has spoken to
me on a dramatic or emotional level, and instilled me with what I at times
perceived to be another harmonic language or make-up, not necessarily so
easy to connect with the jazz settings I was at times finding myself in.
Since my moving to Sweden in 1998, inspired by the musical relationships I
had formed during my years in New York, there has been the discovery of a
very refreshing climate within the local jazz community in regards to
traditions. This is also greatly concerning many of the groups I’ve been able
to work with over the years, in which the blending and synthesis of musical
and cultural styles suddenly became something of a norm. This was not
necessarily the experience I would make in New York City, as my attention
then was much more directed towards a bop inspired style of jazz the city has
to an extent produced since the 1940’s, and which at times had a rather
confining effect upon me. Sweden was a refreshing contrast to this. When
looking at the phenomenon of jazz in our time, the so many ways this
American art-form has been shaped by the influence of other traditions, it
has lead to the creation of a wonderful grey-zone in idiom, and the emergence
of a true “world” music. It should only reveal the individual’s victory (or
plague) in having so wide a genre to dive into, hopefully to discover him- or
herself by.
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Hope, basis & aim
On composition

Having described the diversity of music which has inspired, I’d like to
develop the idea of what my aim or aspiration has been. One was then
definitely to allow for this palette of styles, whether coming from the Jazz
idiom, a European Classical harmonic background, or a West-African
rhythmically inspired context, become part of the writing and greater music;
to have my chaos of likings to come forward. This brings to mind a brief text I
wrote, liner notes to an e.p. of a good friend and colleagues’ of mine, which
had to do with what maybe the motivation or basis is of one’s making music
in general. I tried to define it as the following, as their music seemed to
reveal just this : "…the desire to connect with a mood or quality … rather
difficult to define, but a quality nonetheless, which seems to be vanishing at
the present. Thus begins a journey and a searching for this ingredient or
expression, and the hope that this journey leads to one’s innermost, and the
introspective as motive."
In regards to my writing, I saw myself wanting to create a kind of music
that would connect with this experience, as I sometimes have felt many of a
current generation of jazz composers to have gotten lost or plain given up on
an inward journey, directing their attention instead to answering or
imitating the harmonic stylings of another’s inner make-up. For me it was to
not necessarily have the need for a music identifiably current or new, but
rather allow for the own romantic make-up to reveal it’s pleasures or sorrows,
and to follow these.
As long as I can remember, it has vastly been music of a more reflective
nature which has seduced or captivated me, that with an inner or
sentimental quality. This I was infected by through the great amount of
classical music I absorbed by way of my mother. Looking up the word
sentimental, as it is so often used in a more disparaging fashion, I read :
“resulting from feeling rather than reason.” This seemed to fit my condition
fairly well. Regardless of for example a stylistic inspiration, the rhythmic
base, or the temperament given an individual piece, it was to allow for this
kind of quality or mood to be present in the writing and arranging; also, to be
present in the solo forms and the respective ensemble backgrounds, hopefully
leaving the soloists plenty of space and the material an open feel, but at the
same time lending an atmosphere to the improvising, and to the music at
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large.
Another of my intentions was the idea of having the compositions be "born”
out from various instruments I would have available to me, be that either as
a starting point for a given piece, or featured as a thematic lead voice. This I
felt would see to that I wouldn't get myself trapped in writing too onedimensionally, and would allow for a good amount of variation, with more
than just a typical lead instrument to bear this role of thematic voice. If not
only desired when seen out from a mere musical perspective, it was equally
as important when looked upon from a democratic perspective. In the
example of Duke Ellington’s, who would write many of his pieces out from
this kind of ideal, and feature a certain instrumentalist from within the
ensemble (often very much “tailored” to their specific musical temperament),
these works would feel so incredibly personal and were so effective, as they
could by means of this greatly stick out from the other material. The song
entitled “The Bear’s Reign” was as close as I got to trying me at this.
Nonetheless, the double bass would become the origin of and a lead
thematic voice to the piece "Sing Your Song," the drums or the percussive
element as inspiration in the case of "Back at Sani's Cabin," the tenor sax as
a lead voice atop a figurative bass line in "The Bear's Reign," and a kind of
three part counterpoint experiment in "free association," written for the bass,
trombone and tenor saxophone, which was to bring about "Libertune.”
There were to be eight musicians chosen, and eleven instruments as
possibly carrying this thematic lead. In light of wanting to write for this
ensemble in the future, I want to continue along this path of using as many of
the various instruments as possible as a thematic, or from which a piece is
“spun.” My experience with some of the instruments was not so thorough and
in the case of the flutes, bass clarinet, and especially the french horn, they
were for now to be omitted from this process. In the course of arranging for
the larger ensemble though, as in the case of "The Bear's Reign,” I began
experimenting some with the bass clarinet’s register, using it as a type lead
or highest voice in the backgrounds and what was to be the coda, very toned
down its role as such. The flutes were only used in the late stages of
orchestrating, as more of a textural effect within the ensemble's opening and
closing passages to "Sing your Song,” but the french horn was neglected most
I feel, and is of now number one on my to do-list in regards to the writing for
the future.
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On improvisation

To write about this topic specifically, the vast and so widely diverse aspects
in regards to its nature (say the ideals in, approach taken or state under
whilst in, or the communicative effect desired, etc...), are nearly impossible to
put into words as they are so hugely sensational. Though, this is also what
makes improvisation worth its own study entirely, and could be pondered
over and developed upon far more than I will maybe get into. There have as
well been several books written, to have come out in recent years, such as
Stephan Nachmanovitch’s “Free Play,” and Kenny Werner’s “Effortless
Mastery” which dedicate themselves entirely to this subject. I will make use
of some of these texts within the course of this section, yet it also feels
relevant to share some of my personal thoughts and motivations out from my
own observations and experience, as well as in regards to this project, and is
a very interesting phenomenon to personally try to put into thought, and
words.
Regarding the process of improvising together, it has been a model within
my making music in the realms of jazz, to direct and lend myself unto a
process of “conversing” within the context or limitations of being merely a
rhythm based instrument. By conversing I mean the following : It is spinning
a kind of melodic interplay (also as a drummer!) between say a soloist and
myself, which is to build from a play with phrases, flowing quite
contrapuntally within this exchange, but in this dialogue also create a kind of
foundation or context from which the other can depart from. This is then also
to be found in the mesh of the whole ensemble, say in the relating of the
rhythm section instruments (piano, bass and drums), and going on at all
times this process of give and take, of sharing and exchanging phrases, and
“breathing together” as the percussionist Billy Higgins once put it, towards
this process always lending oneself.. It is a quality and aim of never being
static in one’s response, to take and give to the ongoing music, immersing
oneself in this parallel, contrapuntal, multi-lingual process of a weaving
together this "conversation.” Without mention, an extremely complex and
difficult process to even put into words.
An abstraction: I have a long time back found a way of comparing in
abstract this sensation of improvising to something quite other, something
many people maybe also could relate to. Though rather far removed and a bit
banal, it still strikes me as relevant and applicable. I came to regard the art
of driving a motor vehicle as a kind of parallel or visual metaphor to the art
of improvising. The point has to do with one's attention and perception while
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in the process of, where or what it is directed towards, and what one can
grasp or encompass, at the same time.
When we begin to drive, say, from the first experiences in driver's education
to maybe two years later down the road, our focus is so narrowly centered at
what is going on right before us. This can imply that we're only seeing or
sensing what is in the vehicles immediate path, but also in the meantime still
busy with our technique, or lack of it, which can very quickly make itself
noticeable in our alertness and make us very rigid in our reactions. This is
where maybe all of us start, wise this is, as it is a matter of life and death.
When we though have spent a considerable time behind the wheel something
begins to happen, something which can not only be seen as that we simply
become more accustomed to this process and our ability to relax under these
specific circumstances. What I felt began to happen after many years of
driving was that my field or radius of focal attention began to widen. The
sensing of my surroundings was becoming more field orientated. Slowly I
could account for maybe 90 degrees of my radial vision. Also, the attention
directed towards the technicalities of shifting the gears, steering, or braking,
etc. was beginning to lessen; the process began to become more intuitive,
almost beginning to happen of itself or subconsciously. Eventually it felt as
though I could account for 120 degrees of my periphery, all the while this
attention slowly widening and expanding, and my primarily very impulsive
and hyper-conscious immediate concerns diminishing.
In regards to my development as a musician and as an improviser I feel
this comparison to be fitting. As I took my first steps in this new musical
form and expression (though my prior musical experiences were not void of
this phenomenon, just not the bearing motivation of its musical horizons), I
could sense an excitement in this language and exchange, yet greatly
struggle with a feeling that I so heavily needed to focus on my own role as the
rhythmic bearer and provider, and give a sense of stability to my fellow
musicians whilst trying to come to terms with the overall technical challenge
my instrument presented me with. This was of course at the price of being
able to be more open with and attentive to my fellow musician’s doings, and
my being able to find a way towards a greater dynamic "give and take" and
overall musical exchange.
With the advancing years, the time spent with the music and my
instrument, and experience gained, the perspective of my “listening whilst
playing” began to change and widen. The technicalities of the drums were no
longer my primary concern. The main soloist could now be felt and followed,
but the other instruments could also step forward in my attention, and a
sensing of and really hearing all the various elements of interplay (e.g. with
the bassist and pianist in accompanying a soloist), began to take shape. This
allowed for me to progressively "open up" the intuitive, and slowly sense and
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understand what this music had already revealed to me in my private
listening.
The sensation of exchange within an ensemble began to grow (be it through
phrasing, the linear rhythmic flow of statements, or use of dynamics being
acted and reacted upon and “spun” by the musicians in the moment), the
multiple ways in which I felt I could take in and “grasp” other’s doings and
follow these impulses, my awareness was becoming all the more sensitive,
attuned, and dynamic. As improvising musicians, and hopefully as musicians
in general, the use of and responding to dynamics makes us and the players
assembled around us really feel our immediate relatedness and connection,
and giving a collective this element of a “breathing entity” I quoted earlier.
Fully alert and absorbed in the exchange, and in this synchronized
awareness of the ongoing formation, to sense, seek out, and lend ourselves to
this continuous process and connection attainable is what I feel we aim
towards.
“Faithfulness to the moment and to the present circumstance entails
continuous surrender. Perhaps we are surrendering to something delightful,
but we still have to give up our expectations and a certain degree of control give up being safely wrapped in our own story. We still engage in the
importance of planning and scheduling - not to rigidly lock in the future, but
to tune up the self. In planning we focus attention on the field we are about to
enter, then release the plan and discover the reality of time’s flow. Thus we
tap into living synchronicity.” (S. Nachmanovitch, p. 21)
This passage is of relevance when talking about one’s awareness while
improvising, though at times I feel the author to not have a greater
understanding of jazz (which he on the other hand does not claim), and the
text at times comes to resemble more an esoteric (as apart from the body)
handbook for a soloist seemingly in isolation of his immediate musical
surroundings. This is not the only example in this book where the
synchronicity he speaks of is, I feel, more directed towards one improviser’s
connecting with something more mystical and metaphysical, as opposed to
connecting with a living unit, the group we’re momentarily a part of, and to
be found right before our very ears and senses.
There is a chapter dedicated to the phenomenon of “playing together,” but
even here I feel his ideals often to be ahead of a reality : “You meet someone
new and you create language together…When conversation works, it is again,
not a matter of meeting half way. It is a matter of developing something new
to both of us.” (p. 95 Free Play, S. Nachmanovitch)
The implication in his terminology is often the idea of a completely new
language. I agree that an improvisational encounter will hopefully lead to
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new discoveries, yet I would rather say that we are more set in the context of
our own personal languages, and in the encounter, by knowing them, are also
able to depart from them, to playfully dissociate from within them when the
field of musicians allows us to. That is playing with what the limitations of
our language at times reveal in us, and in these moments of “rebellion” find
to momentary openings and solutions which become the unexpected, but
which maybe only account for a portion of the total improvised material.
These set languages though can, in the right company, still carry the
improvisation a great ways. When we feel free in a certain context, this
“playing by departing” can be perpetuated and more readily found.
One paragraph gets it right in my opinion, when speaking of the
phenomenon of interplay : “We open each other’s minds like an infinite box of
Chinese boxes. A mysterious kind of information flows back and forth,
quicker than any signal we might give by sight or sound. The work comes
from neither one or the other, even though our own idiosyncrasies still exert
their natural pull.” ( S. Nachmanovitch, p. 94)
“If the musician is illumined from within, he (she) becomes a lamp that
lights other lamps. … It is said that “only one who obeys can truly command.”
When the artist is immersed in service, giving himself up over and over
again, another paradox occurs : HE IS BEING SEEN BY ALL OTHERS AS A
MASTER.” (K. Werner, p. 49)
Jazz often being termed a democratic music, this is an example where I feel
this to really apply, as one can not merely be masterful onto one’s own cause
or instrument. If not the rest of the group feels itself become part of and
drawn into a process mutual, that is giving and receiving in equal amounts,
this is when I feel we no longer liberate another, and this type of living circuit
no longer be fed with the necessary kinetic energy. This is of course a highly
subjective sensation, and difficult to weigh evenly between the roles of the
lead soloist and the accompanying rest of musicians. Esthetics and style or
“language,” one’s expression, or simply one’s customs/habits can largely
determine whether at ease with and thus inspired through another player or
players, or also feel trampled upon by for example the “hyper-active”
drummer. When we liberate or downright smother another is in instances not
so easy to distinguish. A balance will hopefully be sensed and met in regards
to the various contexts we will find ourselves in, but I feel my own desire for
kinetics to become greater over the advancing years, one’s own musical
identity more clearly shaping itself, but also revealing its needs.
When we improvise, we are ideally looking to be in a state of "flow," nonstatic, all-sensing and all-embracing, and able to embody many thoughts or
ideals, many even contradictory, in one's momentary musical and mental
landscape. I came up with rather dualistic type definitions, certain qualities
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and their respective counterparts, or rather antonyms, which signified the
depth in awareness we face in the improvisational process and exchange.
These might be, for example: having a reckless sensitivity, or a brutal
elegance, or something along the lines of being an outgoing introvert while
improvising. These were some of the constructions I played with.
“Unrestrained by your prejudgements, your taste for consonance and
dissonance shifts back and forth like the desire for hot and cold.” (K. Werner,
p. 88)
The point is that they require us to eventually drop our guards, our fixed
ideas, or reactionary grudge maybe, when these arise, that is if we are to give
the music what it is somehow requiring of us and if we want to harmoniously
experience the ongoing exchange! It is also about knowing that not one
approach is ever fully right, and that by knowing their immediate opposites,
there can always be a playful model for these fixed ideals to be departed
from. The hope of completely eradicating such thoughts and instances when
they arise is not nearly as important (nor maybe ever realistically
attainable), as say to simply hear one's thinking them, but then also be able
to move on to the next experience. When trying to be in a state of flow with
one’s living musical surroundings, much of this applies. The importance of
finding musicians with whom we can find and nurture this kind of intuitive
process becomes elementary to our progress as instrumentalists.
“One advantage of collaboration is that it’s much easier to learn from
someone else than from yourself. And inertia, which is often a major block in
solitary work, hardly exists at all here: A releases B’s energy, B releases A’s
energy. Information flows and multiplies easily. Learning becomes many
sided, a refreshing and vitalizing force.” (S. Nachmanovitch, p. 96)
“The environment is the soul of things. Each thing has its own expression
and this expression comes from outside it.” (F. Pessoa, p. 58)
There has throughout jazz history been much mention of the “classic
rhythm sections" of the modern jazz era of the 1940's through 60's, most often
referred to in the examples of Miles Davis working bands, consisting of Red
Garland or Wynton Kelly at the piano, with Paul Chambers on bass and
"Philly" Joe Jones, respectively Jimmy Cobb on the drums. Also the later
1960's group with Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter and Tony Williams. Personal
favorites have been pianist Bud Powell, bassist Curly Russel and drummer
Max Roach, who were to accompany amongst many others, the likes of
Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Fats Navarro and Sonny Stitt and the
already many mentioned John Coltrane group of 1961 to 1965 with McCoy
Tyner, Jimmy Garrison and drummer Elvin Jones. The list could far extend
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beyond this brief paragraph, and stems from a rather subjective process.
Nonetheless, what was to be my point is that all of these cases are to me
examples in which these musician's individual creative and personal
expressions were greatly fueled and shaped by their respective collective
experience. The musical rapport developed and language created together,
allowed each individual to maybe find to a sense of freedom in exploring one's
own voice and the boundaries of their roles and instruments. The sensation of
finding players and musical relationships which literally "set us free,” allows
for a musician's growth, impossible to achieve independently from this kind
of context. This kind of process, and the elating sensation of playing together
under such circumstances, creates a dynamic, a language, and an expression,
which for lack of a better analogy, maybe quite like a whirlpool or wind-storm
maybe, can give me at times a physical sensation of a spiraling and
escalating kind of stream or flow of energy, as the musicians are constantly
rotating around one another in their ongoing response, and the intensity only
increasing with every continuous collective step.
The French drummer Christian Vander had a great way of maybe putting
this to words : "Tempo must not only groove, it must fly!" This statement
then could either be seen out from the point of one's own instrument in
isolation, or rather, and far more importantly I feel, in regards to the role it
plays and effect it lends to the other musicians in the "weave" of the
interplay, and the functioning of the musicians as a unit.
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The choice of ensemble

This brings me to want to mention the musicians I chose for this project;
also the motivations of my choosing them. I could not have been happier in
their consent and with their participating. On trumpet was Emil Strandberg,
on alto sax, bass clarinet and flute, Johan Hörlén, on tenor sax and alto flute
Karl-Martin Almqvist, on french horn, Anders Eklund, on trombone Mats
Äleklint, on bass Filip Augustson, and at the piano Jonas Östholm.
The instrumentation of the wind section was a bit of a compromise, if seen
from the perspective of certain "classic" jazz settings which featured many of
the instruments I was to choose. Most notably maybe is the example of the
famous nonet under the initiative of Miles Davis, which featured the writing
of Gil Evans and Gerry Mulligan amongst others. With the exception of the
tuba, which greatly characterized this specific group, I wanted to make use of
the sonorities that a similar type constellation could offer, yet also felt myself
wanting to capture some feel of the dynamics of a "small group" setting, and
the more "open” way in which this kind of unit could communicate, without
sounding too through-composed and solidified in the arranging.
To me all of these players with the exception of Jonas Eklund, our french
horn player, represented musical relationships I had had the privilege of
making over almost nine years of playing together and sharing the stage, in
various contexts and constellations, and my having arrived in Stockholm in
1998. Not only were we individually on various levels very familiar with one
another (not yet as a group), but as a drummer I felt that with each of these
players I could be very engaged, and very intuitive, and opposed to having to
subordinate myself to say strictly a soloist’s wantings and ideals, my
contributing rhythmic, melodic, and contrapuntal voice felt to inspire the
other and a sense of dialogue I’ve deeply felt with each of them. On an
individual level I felt we "breathed well together."
I sense this in the long-standing relationship I've had with Karl-Martin
Almqvist, spanning more than 15 years back and our student days in New
York. Also, the work I've done with him and bassist Filip Augustson in both
Mathias Landaeus' group, but also in Karl-Martin's own quartet, which later
came to include Jonas Östholm, has been hugely inspiritional and formative,
and was to become a kind of foundation for both of my constellations. With
Jonas the sensation of a profound musical exchange was there from our very
first encounter, and we have since worked together in Oskar Schönning's
band, which in turn would introduce me to Emil Strandberg. No longer a
member of this specific group, and our paths no longer crossing as frequently,
I understood that he would be my trumpet player of choice in regards to this
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project. With Johan Hörlén I have been on tour in South Africa on several
occasions, and have developed a great fondness for his powerful and
expressive style. Mats Äleklint and I had only gotten to play once previously,
but I had gotten to hear him on many other an occasion, and have always
been stunned by his expressive and communicative sense.
Having read a recent biography on the late Gil Evans, I came across an
interview he gave in Coda magazine, and a passage of this interview was to
strike me, where he also spoke of a type of quality he sought out in his choice
of musicians. His words : "All great music has to have a cry, somewhere... All
players and all music, they have to have that." (Coda Magazine, Aug. 1985)
In hindsight, I feel this to have resembled my sentiments, in regards to
maybe the nature of music which has touched me from the beginning, but
also the quality in a musician I saw myself wanting to play together with, so
far as the sense of dialogue was also present between us. Having had the
notion (prior to our first encounter) that the constellation resembled a
potpourri of musical backgrounds/styles, by way of Gil’s quote, I suddenly felt
that they were far more related to one another than I had prior been able to
comprehend.
Further, there was another dimension to what this selection of musicians
enabled and brought to life; namely examples of a “groups within a group”
phenomenon. Many of the musicians have interdependently worked at great
length with one another; like the reed section veterans Karl-Martin Almqvist
and Johan Hörlén; their long-time acquaintance in all kinds of small groups,
big bands, etc. has formed many an incredible reed section. The core of the
rhythm section (piano, bass and drums) has also been working together in
Karl-Martin’s own quartet for the past 3 years, and thus gave a tremendous
sense of intimacy and familiarity to how this unit could function together.
Then the example of the piano and trumpet duo which has united Jonas
Östholm and Emil Strandberg for several years, soon to see it's debut! I tried
to take into account these various constellations and possibilities in regards
to the arranging and will try to mention this when relevant to the specific
compositions later.
As said, it looked to be a broad mix of instrumentalists, and as one of the
first people I ventilated the idea to stated - the first, possibly the last time
this musical assembly might ever share the stage. A part of the challenge I
began to sense in my mere projecting on our first encounter, was in seeing to
that these various compositions would stand this trial, and would inspire and
hold as “vehicles” for players of such a diverse musical character as this
specific group at times represented. I could prepare, as I did..., by listening to
other ensembles of a desired esthetics, this kind of instrumentation, size, etc.,
but what would the music really sound like, the orchestration, of course the
written "materia," but also witnessing the collective dynamics of the players,
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and the sound of the group as a whole for the first time! I would make a lot of
notes after these rehearsals, which I also taped or recorded, and I would
scrutinize these for the orchestral effects desired, which ones succeeded, or
which I felt didn't hold up quite so well. As much as two rehearsals with
about ten days in between had to offer, it allowed for at least a brief element
of play, and some form of experimentation. I personally feel this to have been
invaluable to me, as my previous background had never lead me to writing
for an ensemble of this size, and thus didn't have the crutch of experience on
this. What it really enabled though, was to hear and understand the effects of
the various ways I had tried assembling and voicing the various wind
instruments, and how these sounded and functioned together. Here is where
I could also solely rely on my hearing and liking, and inner musicality alone.
Some of the parts were at once pleasing, others would lead to a continuation
of an idea that I felt worked, and others still, were worked over and the
respective voices either rearranged, or the ensemble parts and structures
completely rewritten.
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The compositions : aim, planning and process of
composing

Sing Your Song (appendix 1)
As I stated earlier, this piece was to feature a broader section of the
ensemble as possibly being part of the greater thematic presentation. Having
been written in periodic intervals, and with new sections merely
accumulating to the composition’s final outcome, this seemed like a natural
step to take in assembling the various parts. The song began as a melody line
to be played by the upright bass in F minor, and for this theme to dissolve
gradually into the rest of the ensemble. My hope was to loosen the sensation
of a fixed written melodic presentation or structure, and I wanted the
transitions to sound uncontrived, even a bit improvised in their feel. Also, the
various lead instruments should successively, and hopefully a bit
unexpectedly, take over from the other within this presentation of the greater
thematic exposition.
The arrangement thus grew into a sort of mini suite, with several parts in
varying tempos and meters, and which was further to directly segway into
the succeeding composition "Back at Sani's Cabin” in the programming of the
concert.
The idea to arranging this piece was loosely inspired by one of the courses I
enrolled in at the Royal Conservatory called Line Writing. This class dealt
with a more linear approach in arranging for several voices, and was based
on the teachings of Herb Pomeroy and his longtime study and systematic
analysis on the arranging techniques used by Duke Ellington. This was to
leave an impression on me, especially in terms of how interesting some of the
writing sounded when incorporating precisely the lowest voice, in my case the
bass’ melodic line, as the one to construct the remaining upper voices upon
(the wind ensemble), and resulting voicings.
The instruments bearing this role of the lead are in their order : trumpet (in
the song’s intro, mainly of an improvised nature), then the bass (first in the
unaccompanied solo passage, eventually leading to the 6/4 tempo, and stating
the songs main melodic motif). This would gradually become more of an
ensemble statement, which then opens up for the alto sax solo (still as part of
the first theme’s overall presentation). The solo merges into the section
lettered E, originally thought of as a kind of “bridge” to the B theme. The solo
continues with the underlying ensemble coming to a climax towards the
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chorus’s end, and handing over to the piano solo, occurring on the repeat of
the greater main form (B to E) as its solo form. With the commencing of the
piano solo, and the short accompanying and climax of the wind ensemble, the
piano introduces the next movement to be in 4/4 time, playing a written
accompaniment (letter F), now in a calmer tempo, and which the trumpet
eventually makes its return on, and to improvise upon. The rest of the
ensemble joins on cue and reinforces this repeating motif dynamically, all the
way through to the song’s finishing.
The main theme of the song (present in the section lettered B), was to be
played pizzicato by the upright bass. It was at first thought of as being in a
more ballad-like tempo, but I later began experimenting with different time
signatures. I was to decide for the more uplifting medium tempo in 6/4, which
felt could coexist somehow with the bass's more somber quality, and much
like another layer maybe, more vivacious in its rhythmic intensity, it yet
didn't exclude this open and tranquil feel I was still hearing in the bass’s
melodic line. What the new tempo and time signature would also achieve,
was for a substantially more lively presentation to occur in this part of the
composition, as well as to the solo playing of the alto sax and piano. Another
intention was to allow for improvisation on the written thematic material to
be able to occur quite freely under the theme in progress. It very readily gave
a kind of improvised feel to the whole and created this effect desired.

(excerpt, bass score, bars 11 – 28)
The bass's melodic line in f minor, I experimented with different chordal
structures/tonalities at the piano. Harmonizing the bass melody’s notes or
landing tones with rather closed or cluster-like voicings, these could
accompany the bass's more grounded thematic line. This created some very
interesting “rubs” and chromaticism between the bass and ensemble parts,
and also added a chromatic touch to the voice to be played by the trombone
(Db, Cb to middle C in bars 16 – 18).
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(excerpt, piano chart, bars 12 – 28)
In bars 20 through 29, the melody is still to be heard in the double bass.
The wind ensemble's harmonic accompaniment still giving a sensation of a
descending chordal backdrop, but with more open voiced structures. The
section lettered C has the bass melody landing on the low Bb, left to
embellish the following bars, and the ensemble's voices creating a more
suspended background to this root. This takes us back to the repeat of the
main theme, (D, or originally B), with some variation to the arranging and a
shortened refrain of the opening statement, stronger in its dynamics, and the
bass now in an accompanying role.
After the low brass has stated the last phrase of the theme in minor again
(bars 47-51 in section D), the alto sax makes its solo entrance, leading us into
E. Here, the actual written melodic content was more skeletal, as in this
example leading in to E,(bar 57). The alto introduces a melodic motif landing
on the high Db, which leads to the new section to be improvised upon, still as
part of the first presentation of the overall form and “theme.” Beginning with
the Db sus 13 to Ab 13, then the brighter Cb Maj 7(+11) and Eb Maj 9 chords,
this section was to create the effect of a harmonic climax or crescendo. This
gave it an uplifting feel, and strong contrast to the previous minor tonality. It
had also now quite contrasting an effect of an upward movement in the
chordal structures, and a sensation of “forward motion,” or wanting to lead us
forward to the chord following, as opposed to the more suspended quality of
the section in minor. With the reintroduction of the ensemble, trombone and
french horn in unison at bar 73, this section closes with the forte at bar 80
(EMaj/B cord).
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(excerpt, main score, bars 40 – 58)
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(excerpt, piano chart, bars 58 – 71)

The last section to the composition was to feature the trumpet and piano
duo of Emil and Jonas. The piano part was through-composed, now in the
slower 4/4 meter, and offered a harmonic backdrop for the trumpet to
improvise over. The eventual re-entry by the rest of the ensemble merely
reinforces this piano motif, and ends with the rather sudden coda and
D7+9,+11 chord, leading straight into the unaccompanied piano intro of
“Back at Sani’s Cabin.”
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(excerpt, piano chart, bars 84 – 92)

Back at Sani's Cabin (appendix 2)
This was to be the last piece completed and the one which was still most
unclear in regards to its final form and outcome. After a meeting with my
councilor for this project, Torbjörn Gulz, I received some very encouraging
support on the song’s main idea and he urged me to see it through. The song,
he felt, was one that added a very different context to the repertoire, and
greatly highlighted the drum's role and a percussive intensity to the thematic
and improvisational parts. The idea was to expand the thematic section and
experiment with as many varying sounds and effects derived from the halfwhole note scale, which revealed a great many highly interesting sonorities.
This scale could be made use of throughout the sections based on the main
bass motif, which was nearly to be the foundation of the song's entirety.
The composition was based on - or brought to life by - a rhythmic figure
which I came upon while practicing a 3/4 meter in a kind of quasi WestAfrican feel on the drums. To be more precise, it is a 9/8 metric figure. This
figure had two different properties : one, very basic, dealing with only two
note values, namely quarter and eighth notes (in 9/8), and played on one
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drum, it dealt with merely alternating hands. Thus, on paper, it didn't look
as though it required a lot of technical skill. Demonstrating it to some of my
students though, I understood it was quite a bit more complex than just that,
and entailed one needing a secure knowledge of and feeling for the triplet.
This implying all the different ways it is possible to accent them, whilst being
able to stay connected to the underlying pulse and drive the 3/4 meter gives.
The several ways of feeling the pulse is also what lends it this type of WestAfrican feel. The rhythmic pattern in its original form is to be in the piano
and drum parts.

(excerpt, drums & piano from main score, bars 13 – 14)

The song's initial form thus expanded and it now became a project of
constructing a greater form. I was later draw up a kind of road map, to guide
the ensemble through the various thematic and improvisation parts. This
resulted in the opening statement by the piano, to introduce abstractly the
bass figure's motif and its sonority, leading us then to the introduction of the
wind ensemble, dream-like in its "block-chord" quality and use of the halfwhole note scale. Eventually, underneath this ongoing rubato feel, the drum
and bass figure enter, which in their rhythmically driving intensity could
exist on a completely separate plain, adding an interesting complementary
texture to the wind section's statement, but giving the first impression of the
context to be.
The original melody parts I had sketched earlier became the short motivic
phrases introducing the sections to be improvised upon by several of the
soloists, these rather percussive phrases acting as a kind of landing point for
the previous soloist, and vantage point or hand-off for the next following. All
of the score examples are in 3/4 time, except where indicated.
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(excerpt, piano from main score, bars 32 – 35)

(excerpt, piano from main score, bars 58 – 63)

The solo section was very planned out, the sequence of soloists to be : the
alto, then tenor saxophones, and finally, a freely improvised section
abandoning the metric time-feel, featuring the trombone and drums, before
reintroducing the percussive break by the drums, and leading to the original
rhythmic pattern of the piano's bass motif and the horn breaks, to the initial
and "floaty" opening thematic statement by the wind ensemble.
This was in its beginning phase the only piece written or conceived away
from the piano, which has otherwise been the primary tool in my writing the
music for this project. It began during a ride on the local commuter train in to
town. The pulse I would stomp with my feet, playing the figure in 9/8 on my
thighs whilst singing the bass line and possible melody parts in my head. The
"B" section, or what later became the section lettered G (only to be used once
in the arrangement’s course), was to have the effect of a Master drummer’s
call, bringing in the ensemble with a “call-like” statement, and was come
upon in a rather improvised fashion, later to be sketched and adapted
somewhat. My feeling was that I wanted to find a way of complimenting this
more static rhythmic figure and bass motif with a section that would
completely take it out of this set context, as if having a carpet pulled out from
under one’s feet. Conceiving a much longer phrase than the main 1-bar motif,
by using the various ways in which I’d rhythmically accentuate the phrase,
this gave a “tumbling” quality to this part, but was also still in the context of
the underlying pulse of 3/4. This would be the ground work to much of the
compositions overall character and temperament, giving me a real sense of
how the song should feel.
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(excerpt, drums & piano, main score, bars 48 – 55)

As I mentioned earlier, the influence of one of my teachers, namely Royal
Hartigan, with whom I studied quite a bit of West-African music (music of
the Ashanti, Ewe, and Adowa peoples) and encountered at the New
School/Mannes College of Music in New York, has been profound in my
further developing a sense of this music at the drum-set and finding towards
a way of playing the instrument more melodically aware and inclined. I
followed this up with some private lessons at the Stockholm Royal
Conservatory of Music with Kristina Aspeqvist, who also is deeply
knowledgeable in respect to this music. Also, the influence of the late Elvin
Jones, and maybe the primary figure responsible for my being drawn towards
jazz drumming in my teens, has also has been one in whom I could always
sense this quality and constant dance of the triplet; and could make a young
German boy's heart fall in love with its feel and want to play in the jazz
idiom.

Marionette (appendix 3)
The inclusion of Billy Bauer's composition, which I chose to use for the
quintet setting, also added another dimension to the program. The only piece
in a “swung” 4/4 meter and brighter tempo, its theme had a wonderful melody
line much more intricate than I felt I could find a way towards in my own
writing. Having been so predominately focussed upon the realms of my own
instrument the drums, I have been frustrated at times with the limitations
revealed to me in my own compositional vocabulary and overall practical
experience, and which would become painfully evident when attempting to
write such fluid melodic constructions. Marionette had this much desired
quality in the line’s unfolding, sounding quite a bit more modern than some
of the bebop compositions it succeeded by ten years or so, and is very
influenced by the stylings and the idiom of pianist and the fantastic
improviser Lennie Tristano with whom Billy Bauer had worked extensively.
It was also desirable to find a composition which would have a lesser
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arranged feel to it, merely a kind of tune to "blow" on, and one which could
lend itself like a standard, as more of a vehicle to be improvised on by all of
the musicians in a "proper” jazz manner. I simply sketched an intro, which
was based on the last 2 bars of the C section, taken straight from the
thematic material, and would feature the drums in an exchange up until the
start of the main theme or A. The only other "arranging" I would do, was to
transpose this into a key that was suitable for both the tenor sax and the
trombone, find an interesting way in using these two instruments in the
theme’s presentation, and to find one part in the A section’s finishing
statement, where a brief counter melody would sound very effective. The A
section's melodic run features the tenor sax both in unison with the
trombone, and by itself where there was a natural break in the line's
advancing. The bridge is played by the trombone and piano in octaves, and
the succeeding A section again "picking up" the tenor.
The chord changes normally to be improvised upon, and the harmonic base
which “Marionette” was originally conceived on, namely "September in the
Rain," was swapped for the more modern sounding harmonic make-up of the
prior’s theme's accompaniment. Though it was impossible to take into
account all of the harmonic twists the melody presented, this form, in the
opinion of the soloists, would be more interesting to improvise upon.

(continues next page)
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(excerpt, ten. sax, trombone & piano, main score, bars 13 – 44)

Libertune (appendix 4)
This song was seen by me to be one, in which the traditional roles of the
various instruments would in a sense be reversed. Here, the wind
instruments should for once "keep time," albeit loosely in their rather static
exposition, but also for them to follow the drums and piano, which were to be
free in their ability to be rhythmically and melodically expressive under the
themes exposition, and for these to be able to soar above the rest of the
ensemble. Thus also the song's title, be it that it was written by a drummer!
The two part invention of the A section came rather intuitively as I tried to
work the individual lines over the Eb pedal point. I tried to find variation to
the two voice's intervalic relationships, and find ways in which the beginning
motif could be continued or altered with various implications to one's
perceiving a sense of climax in their advancing. The sensation I wanted to
bring to this section was more ethereal or suspended. Though the top melody
line strives upwards, it somehow always results in its fall. How I was to
arrange the various lines in their eventual sequence though took some time
and experimenting.
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(excerpt, ten. sax, trombone & piano, main score, bars 1 – 10)

The B section was to have a more grounded feel, with a stronger and more
harmonically rooted quality. Also, now an upward movement in the upper
melody line, and rather, an uplifting character and hopeful sensation. The
upright bass leaves the arco pedal point, descending chromatically from C,
and giving the root to the resulting chordal structures. The section is
repeated on octave up by the tenor sax and trombone, leading back into C,
and the establishing of the up-tempo 3/4, and “send off” to the solo section
(D). I later "translated" the B section's three voice part to a harmony base
which was to become the form on which the piano solo would play on.

(excerpt, main score, bars 10 – 16)

This gradually brings back a shortened A theme, and the coda, rather
suddenly, resolving in Eb maj.
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Though rather abstract in the techniques or structural devices I saw myself
using, the effect desired was to create a piece with contrasting sections or
"movements." As I stated previously, this was to be a three part contrapuntal
experiment of a kind of “free association.” This is a technique more in the
lines of counterpoint rather than maybe jazz composition, but a technique
I've sensed in and used by some of the younger composers of the day, such as
Ben Allison or Michael Blake.

The Bear's Reign (appendix 5)
This song was composed with specifically Karl-Martin Almqvist in mind; I
could hear his expressive sound and personal style shaping the melody as I
wrote it . This was the only of the four original compositions to spring out
from this kind of motivation.
The piece started at the piano with the double bass's line, heavily chromatic
in its figure. What was exciting about this was the discovery, that the bass
line entirely laid ground to the song's complete form, and on top of that
contained much, if not all of the song’s harmonic implications. The fact that it
should be written in the key of A was to allow for the double bass to make use
of the open string's sustain, whilst playing the chromatic figure higher up in
the instrument's register.

(excerpt, bass part, bars 9 – 32)

The melody line was not supposed to be too pedantic in its rhythmic
notation, but I wrote out an "approximation" to the desired effect, and one
Karl-Martin could orient himself by. Rather like a vocal line in lamenting,
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folkloric setting maybe, it should leave room for the voice to express itself,
and allow for him to embellish the melody with his own mood and devices.

(excerpt, tenor sax, main score, bars 1 – 34)

The song has three different tonalities or modes, each with an own
constructed scale, stemming again from the bass line's chromaticism. The
root tonality, could be seen as a kind of A aeolian with an augmented fourth
and the addition of a major seventh on top of the already flattened seventh of
the existing scale. This creates an eight tone scale with again some dense
chromaticism, but also containing a leap of a minor third between the C and
D#, and giving it a somewhat more exotic feel. The C scale is a major
modality, with a flattened 6th and additional +9 (here a leap between the b6
and Maj. 7). The scale with B as the root is locrian with a raised 6th. Also here
the minor third interval between b5 and Maj. 6.

(excerpt, constructed scales / modalities)
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I wanted to experiment with the wind ensemble's register in the arranging
for this piece, and wanted to find different chordal structures and sonic
textures to the various ways in which this theme and open sounding
structure could harmonically be interpreted. During the course of writing the
ensemble backgrounds to accompany the tenor and piano solos, I was by
means of a colleague of mine to come across a transcription of the
"Wiegenlied," or "Cradle Song," of Alban Berg's colossal operatic work
"Wozzeck." Its first 4 bars are introduced in four parts by the brass section,
plus the soprano voice, and these open style voicings had a quality I wanted
to capture for the solo backgrounds, inspiring the chordal structures of the C
major tonality to be used in section D.

(excerpt, main score, bars 96 – 104)

(excerpt, Alban Berg’s Wozzeck, piano reduction, bars 374 – 377)
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I also tried changing up some of the wind instruments and their respective
registers. The C section for example (solo backgrounds for tenor and piano
solos), makes use of the low brass (trombone and french horn) voiced beneath
the bass clarinet, the latter climbing with a short melodic phrase to its upper
note. This was very effective voiced so low, and the bass clarinet's line added
a kind of organic, almost improvised feel to this part.

(excerpt, main score, bars 57 – 75)
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Aspects on the process of writing

In the process of writing the compositions and arrangements for this
project I really came to value making use of various techniques when it came
to working through the beginning stages of a new piece towards seeing it
through and solving problems when these came up to say a piece's final
theme or overall form. My habit has been to sit at the piano feeling that I
need to hear in detail, and acoustically from the instrument, all the sonorities
and possible voices' progress. At times this has also lead me to a seeming
dead-end, remaining far too long at the piano, and in the end more trapped
by it, or rather my own technical limitations, as opposed to being able to
further a certain idea and find way to keep developing the composition. The
techniques used to disrupt this and to aid me were of great importance, as
just leaving the instrument could at times bring about small wonders when it
came to finding a solution to these perceived dead-ends. A simple recording
device which I could sing into and record with, to make sketches on later, was
one of those which greatly assisted me. For example, just using my voice as
opposed to the keyboard offered at times much more of a musically intuitive
process and solution in allowing me to more internally hear where a melody
line wanted to go as opposed to making it go where I thought it should go,
etc...
Further, the computer came in handy, here also merely as a recording
device and kind of canvas I could lay out various sections of a given piece on,
to experiment with its greater form when this was hard to sense in the
process of mechanically playing a piece. As a listener completely different
aspects and thoughts would come up in regards to a piece. "Sing Your Song"
greatly benefited by this method, as though all the existing parts with the
exception of the later written intro were "done" relatively early, it's final form
took a much longer time to come upon. With the computer I could also play to
an already existing idea, sketched and recorded, and find new parts
accompanying this playback. This was particularly to help along the
compositions "Back at Sani's Cabin" and "The Bear's Reign" as they were so
rooted in their respective bass lines and repetitive rhythmic motives,
allowing me to at the piano accompany these recorded passages, in different
manners, and finding a way towards the desired effect.
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The collective process

What the rehearsals and collective meetings also allowed for was for a
feedback and exchange of ideas to occur within the group, on the contents of
the music, and possible adaptations to the written and conceived material.
This feels to be a very natural ingredient in and process of working within
the context of a jazz setting; and that one almost takes for granted. I think
we somewhere always have a part which is allowed a freedom of expression
within the realms of our functioning as a soloist, and motivates why we are
hopefully chosen for a project from the beginning! Without this process, I
think many a jazz musician would struggle in finding a sense of freedom to
their individual parts, also in regards to the written material, and who's
individual voice is key, is of great significance and a necessity, in bringing the
composed music to life!
This open exchange was not as open or self-explanatory as it might have
been, having to do with several factors I feel, but it seems generally harder to
obtain within the contexts of a larger ensemble. There needs to be someone
who in the end will make the decisions for the collective. It might also have
been greater had we had more time in getting to know each other as
musicians and human beings, but I think it is always a matter of an
individual's sensing whether it is in the right moment or context, and
somehow balancing all these aspects. The musicians I personally knew best
were generally to be the ones who did voice their thoughts and ideas. On the
other hand, it was maybe also these I subconsciously engaged to become part
of this process, in regards to the written material in general, and for whom I
maybe was more inclined to leave certain parts more open and undone, for
them to develop and explore upon.
This was in great part a dynamic, which I most felt was to be a basis of and
necessity for the outcome of the piece entitled "Sing Your Song." Since it was
to feature and incorporate many different lead and soloist's voices within the
Octet, there were many aspects to the piece's form, the main themes shape
and delivery, which needed to be ventilated within the group. Some concerns
and suggestions I felt open to, and maybe also felt I had the will, maybe also
the necessary time, to take into consideration, and on other issues, I was to
be much more decisive and hold on to my initial ideas and prior intentions.
The one suggestion which came from the tenor saxophonist Karl-Martin, and
I felt greatly effected the outcome of the main themes form, and would give
not him, but the alto saxophone of Johan Hörlén, a greater part in his tying
together the sections D to E, which were initially planned to be "filled" by the
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piano. The alto insert greatly enhanced the feel I was looking for in terms of
finding a way to a more organic form and the kind of "improvised feel" I
desired as to the main first theme's exposition (letters B through E). In the
section to become a piano and trumpet feature (letter F), a desire was voiced
by the trumpeter Emil to allow for a freer approach in the piano's ability to
depart from the written, but one where I intervened and felt that the piano's
written part was to me essential to this section's character.
Karl-Martin also found a way of melodically adapting the intro and coda
phrase of "Marionette" from what I had originally written. This had a
rhythmically more fluent and spontaneous quality to, and was thus to be
used by him at the concert performance without having been in the original
charts' notation.
In regards to the other pieces, the process of arriving at the song's final
structure felt somewhat more totalitarian, if you will, if not greatly due to the
mere lack of time. "The Bear's Reign" though was to encourage for the tenor
saxophone to find its own approach in playing the lead melody and to
experiment with this "lamenting" quality I was after.

Preparation of the concert, program, the choice of
venue, etc.
The two first pieces "Sing Your Song" and "Back at Sani's Cabin," which
were to merge into each other by means of an improvised piano section, I felt
created an interesting effect. I knew that the introduction conceived rather
late in the arranging phase, would be what I wanted to open the concert with,
as it gave the occasion a type of prelude, and maybe a bit of a ceremonial feel
to it. The amount of contrasting moods, tempos and metric feels, sounds and
instrumentations, and overall contexts, gave at least me the sensation of
never tiring with a given section, and expanded my curiosity to want to listen
onwards. It is exciting to also let the musical tension, or "charge" and the
chemistry developed from a given piece continue to flow, and to allow for the
music to grow out from this experience. Also for the music to speak for itself.
I can often sense that when interrupting this sensation of "the moment" with
lengthy spoken sections, introductions or presentations, the connection to this
energy (hard to define but very felt!), can be greatly altered, if not lost.
I wanted the evening to open and close with the larger ensemble, thus
placing “The Bear’s Reign” last, which worked well there, and thus had
mainly to decide between the two quintet numbers which to prefer opening
the quintet part of the program with. “Marionette” felt like the safer start
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and a good way for this ensemble to find a relaxed way to the new
surroundings. “Libertune” was a good balance to this piece, and benefited by
our having found to one another.
The location I was to choose for the performance of this program allowed for
a maximum of intimacy, and for the group to be able to fully absorb itself in
the music. Being that this was a proper nightclub, yet with a very relaxed
and rather low-key ambience, a stage which didn't feel too exposed, but
allowed for a great deal of nearness for the group, these were all of the
desired criteria on which I'd base my decision and this I felt would allow us to
"vanish" momentarily in the music. Having been a sideman for all of my
musical past, this somehow felt reassuring. Projecting myself onto the
conservatory's performance space, I felt that under the circumstances of the
examination, its ambience would be a bit challenging in terms of finding to
this being absorbed in the music. I instinctively decided to look elsewhere.
The one challenging aspect to the stage at "Restaurang Landet" was that
we as an octet just barely fit the size of the stage, and were at a bit of a loss
in terms of being able to see one-another ideally, in order to give cues, be
visually connected and so forth. This added an extra element of a pedantic
necessity to make the charts as clear as possible, a very positive side-effect,
that. It also lead to the road-map I was to draw up for "Back at Sani's Cabin,"
and me talking through the performance in detail prior to our going on stage.
Who was to cue what, when, and to whom, was finely tuned in regards to the
various compositions and sections, so that all could be mentally prepared for,
and a soloists' handing over to the next would be well prepared and
premeditated.
The room served us extremely well in size, being that we had about 70 to 80
people in attendance, and a feedback or response greatly felt throughout the
evening, which always helps and can fuel the mood and music. I would sketch
some notes as to introduce the band and do some explaining to the individual
pieces, but then departed from this, sensing that I was not nearly as nervous
as I had foreshadowed. The group wasn’t to get any set dress code, but all
found a good solution to what maybe the occasion called for - casual, yet
discreet. Hans Olding, who has been running the jazz series at this location,
also decided to advertise this as a "regular" concert, or not only listed as
being an examination (though it would be without a cover charge, and the
good will of my fellow musicians thus there on behalf of either me, the music,
or a mixture of both…), so as to also attract the "regular" listener, and not
maybe just the academic. He has put a great amount of work into this club,
and has in its rather short existence, created a great, steady flow of curious
listeners and regular enthusiasts.
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Aspects on the music's outcome

In regards to the respective pieces outcome, "Sing Your Song" I was overall
very pleased with, albeit the intro section (letter A) could have been a bit
more clear on the part of my playing, as the immediate opening and closing,
sensing that I was a bit stressed in simultaneously trying to keep a sense of
time, whilst playing the out-of-time bell..., the tempo and length fluctuated a
bit. Also, the rather lengthy acappela bass solo, at this beginning phase of the
concert's commencing, was maybe a bit challenging, and could have been
aided by the use of possibly just small accompanying effects or sonorities in
the wind ensemble or flutes, for example.
"Back at Sani's Cabin" could have greatly benefited from more rehearsal
time, as some of the rather intricate rhythmical figures to be played by the
horn section were rather untidy. The solo sections were strong, with some
fierce and fluid play by all the soloists. My weaving in and out of the 9/8 and
3/4 time feels behind the respective saxophone solos is noticeable. This triplet
subdivision and shift in texture is a dimension to me inherent in a "swing"
feel. Here in some instances, this jumping back and forth though becomes a
bit diffuse. The trombone and drum duo section (letter L), which was initially
planned also to include the trumpet, worked well in breaking up the time
feel, and allowed for an interesting dialogue. On the whole these two pieces,
in the assembly of their thematic structures, and in the intensity of their
delivery, also in respect to the individual solo parts, were highly promising
and, I felt, a success.
It should probably sound contradictory to one that a song, heavily neglected
in the early stages of preparing all the material for the large ensemble, and
thus only once "glanced" over the night before the concert, should upon
listening back to it's outcome, reveal itself as being one of the songs I was
personally most positively surprised by, albeit it also had it's flaws in parts.
There is of course the simple element of surprise when leaving something so
open or quite unfinished, to be discovered in the aftermath which can account
for some of this experience, but more specifically there is another aspect,
inherent in how one plays out from within oneself when not having had any
time for preconception.
There were some very unexpected positive results, stemming from what I
also felt had to do with the lack of time in preparing for example in
"Libertune." At times it has struck me that in the first encounter of a new
constellation, since one hasn't been able to take into consideration the
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different personalities, vocabularies, or styles of the new musicians, one is
increasingly pressed to fully rely on one's skills and really play from within.
Though obviously listening intently and learning to get to know the players
in the process, this quality or mood could be felt throughout the entire first
evening or performance. The playing and improvising together under these
conditions, which as jazz musicians one maybe more often stumbles across
than in other musical contexts, takes on a feel which is very liberating to
experience. A second evening or performance can often lead to one's taking
into account all too acutely how to best fit in to this now more calculable
experience. This piece specifically offered not the first encounter for the
ensemble, but maybe a first encounter with the expressive possibilities the
composition presented, and in a sense, with the piece in it's entirety.
There is a very free, yet strong, clear and pragmatic quality I hear in the
drums which can in also be in part accounted for by this lack of time I
mentioned earlier. On the recording, I notice that I am really aiming at tying
together the ensemble as a whole by my playing, and the flow of the drum's
phrases. Again, this composition offered a very different context to the rest of
the material. The thematic statement was maybe much more the highlight to
this piece than the solo part to follow, subjectively speaking of course. Yet
this clearly has to do with how much space this part gave me and the drums,
in its presentation, and how free I could be with the written thematic
material in the process of. As a drummer I've always felt a desire for not
having too fixed an idea when playing a composition's theme. There is of
course a much more calculated element to what one can have an exchange
with, but never the less, it can still allow for an intuitive process to occur.
This song allowed for more than the usual! Obviously, this is not to denote
the realms which undeniably do open up when playing with musicians one
knows very intimately, and the musical possibilities that arise from such
relationships or the benefits of thorough preparation.
Marionette also revealed to me some musically very pleasing and
communicative moments. It was effective to make use of this kind of tune as
we as players could really relax with this kind of a vehicle and structure, one
which didn't imply a great amount of focus to the written or structural format
in the soloing. The sequence of soloists though, and the "chase" between the
tenor sax and drums were premeditated, and this was necessary in regards to
using this kind of vehicle for the quintet. In the piano solo, I experience much
of what I mentioned under the chapter dedicated to improvising. This sense
of freeing the other, creating this effect of a lifting sensation is strongly felt
by me in the ongoing rhythmical conversation between Jonas, myself, and
Filip on bass. The highly communicative nature of accentuating each other's
phrases and solo statements really comes forward here.
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Also, later in the improvisation section and after Karl-Martin Almqvist on
tenor sax and I on the drums have engaged in our "8 bars chase," trading solo
statements with one another, picking up on a possible motif where the other
has momentarily departed, the tenor sax's solo starts with an improvised
passage, highly thematic in its deliverance, and lasting throughout both of
the A sections. Here, the phrases Karl-Martin develops and greater melodic
structure is picked up on by the drums, foreshadowing some of the
rhythmical articulation, and spinning this thematic exchange together. This
is also a moment which reveals to me the years spent improvising together,
and is testament to the formation of a common improvisational language.
The melody line could have possibly benefited from a tempo slightly slower
than the one I chose. Not only was it quite challenging in regards to the
trombone's thematic parts, but also that the feel of the melodic line became a
bit "diffuse," and its rhythmic nature and phrasing not quite as effective. I
generally find this to be a very delicate matter, and finding the correct tempo
to a given piece, supplying the thematic presentation with the proper lift,
whilst still allowing this line to have a sense of lightness and swing maybe, is
a fine balance. It was a bit brighter than I had foreseen, and the factor of the
exam, and plenty of excitement most definitely clouded my perception some.
"The Bear's Reign" worked as a good closing number, bringing back the
format of the octet, and closing the concert with a more somber mood. Upon
finishing the final arrangement of the theme and backgrounds, I tried to
make use of a direct harmonization to one of the wind ensemble's
accompanying choruses, and to become possible “changes” for the soloists to
play over. On listening back to the last of our rehearsals though, I felt this to
be completely undesirable. The new changes radically altered the more open
quality inherent in the constructed modal tonalities, and which had from the
beginning really given the song a sense of character. Rather than facilitating
anything more inspiring, this simply got in the way of the soloists' ability to
be more free and intuitive in their playing, and to come upon their own
harmonizations (which would come up regardless of, in their playing over
these modal constructions), which sounded infinitely more interesting when
found by them in the moment.
The other aspect to this piece's composition which I felt also worked well,
had to do with its figurative bass line. In some instances when writing a piece
from the origin of this kind of a thematic bass line, it can often times for the
bass player become a bit stifling, as well as for the music. To depart from its
motif enough to become a part of the ongoing musical exchange and yet still
maintain the piece's character, I often see as a delicate balance. Also my
initial fear of not finding an appropriate song for the french horn to play a
solo on, was finally quieted by its inclusion in this one. This piece seemed to
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lend itself well.
Things I could have prepared better are also mainly in regards to working
with this larger ensemble, and as mentioned resulted in my having much less
time for rehearsing the material to be played by the quintet. The first
rehearsal, I stated, should offer some element of play, of experimenting with
certain elements in the arranging in regards to the instrumentation,
sonorities, and so forth. Here I could have saved myself and the musicians an
enormous amount of time and patience had I written out individual parts
clearly, and which in this phase were still photocopies of the orchestral
charts. Even if the parts were not yet transposed - this was in this instance
still desirable and advantageous to me, as it allowed me in trying different
combinations of instruments, one to be swapped for another, altering the
voicings, etc. - this was alright, in so far as all the involved players were
comfortable with reading this kind of notation, which was not the problem.
What the photocopied scores did not allow for was for the players to relax in
their reading the respective parts, not allowing them to musically, and in
detail to the dynamics of the entire section, get a feel for their respective lines
and input. This resulted in my generally trying to make pretty safe decisions
upon hearing the parts during the rehearsal and their tapings, and never
really allowed me to experiment with some of the sonorities as much as I had
hoped. Though I could approximately hear what seemed to work, and what
apparently not, this could not occur at the desired length or depth. This was
clearly a case of learning by doing, or doing mistakes.
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Conclusion

The chance to have written for these two constellations – octet and quintet did I feel lead to some unexpected discoveries as to the character of the
greater music’s outcome and in respect to the ensembles respective contexts
and formats. I already gave away that I had been a bit surprised by feeling a
more coherent temperament or character being present in the original
writing, in respect to all the diverse stimuli, influences and backgrounds I
was coming from, and which would become part of the process. Here, for the
first time, I greatly feel some of the writing for this project to have
subjectively succeeded in this, and was somewhat of a momentous personal
achievement. Considering the various contexts or “dimensions,” settings and
styles, the sensation of a coherence and an identity was far greater than I
had foreseen.
In regards to the various ensembles, there were also some surprises. The
octet setting, which I initially had projected a great deal of anguish and
respect towards, to my surprise brought about some of the most promising
and personal work. This had in large to do with the way it facilitated an
attention to detail in the process of arranging, which had not been previously
so successful in my compositional endeavors, and allowed for exploring a
piece's greater "feel" and form. By feel, I mean shaping its expressive and
dramatic nature by means of the various orchestral and dynamic textures the
ensemble makes available; but what the work with the octet also
demonstrated, was how a very simple compositional idea, theme, or
structure, could lend itself so readily to the impact of a piece's unravelling,
and arriving at something I had not calculated on achieving to the degree I
was to be met by the writing for this format. It has most definitely instilled in
me a sense of curiosity and a commitment in regards to further developing
myself, and the vast possibilities this format encompasses.
Another element more in conjunction with the aspect of arranging the
written material, and which was very much addressed by my councilor for
this project Torbjörn Gulz in one of our meetings, was the idea the material
should lend itself well as a vehicle also to my own instrument, playing and
temperament. This advice was invaluable. Though not more would come
about in regards to further composing but that I'd work through the initial
sketches and stages of "Back at Sani's Cabin,” the words were to leave an
impression on me, and were an important feedback in regards to finding a
way towards a suitable context or character to some of the pieces I had
written. I contemplated a great deal on, say, finding the right tempo, solo
structure, or the desired temperament to be a given piece, but what beyond
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the written thematic quality should also be facilitated and inspired was
greatly the process of improvising! There was, I feel, a good sense of variation
to the material chosen, and the use of instruments, which allowed for some
very inspired and challenging playing by all.
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